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You may use the following information wherever necessary:
The molar volume of a gas at STP is 22,400 cm3 morl = 22.4 dm3 morl = 22.4 L morl
1 dm3= 1 L = 1000 cm3

Avogadro's number = 6.02 x 1023
Relative atomic masses: H = 1.0, C =12, N = 14, 0 = 16, Ca = 40.

SECTION A: MULTIPLE CHOICE

For each question, select the best answer and shade the letter corresponding to the correct
answer on the answer sheet provided.

1. An atom becomes an anion by
A losing electrons to another atom.
B gaining electrons from another atom.
e losing protons to another atom.
D gaining protons from another atom.
E sharing electrons with another atom.

2. The ion 25Mg2+contains
A 12 protons, 12 neutrons, 12 electrons.
B 12 protons, 13 neutrons, 12 electrons.
C 13 protons, 12 neutrons, 12 electrons.
D 12 protons, 13 neutrons, 10 electrons.
E 13 protons, 12 neutrons, 10 electrons.

3. Which statement about a pure compound is false?
A It has a fixed set of physical properties.
B It has a fixed set of chemical properties.
e Its component elements are chemically combined.
D It has a fixed composition by mass.
E It can be easily separated into its components by physical means.

4. The correct name for the compound Fe203 is
A iron oxide
B di-iron trioxide

e iron(II) oxide
D iron(III) oxide
E iron oxygen

5. How does a mixture of iron and sulphur differ from a compound of iron and
sulphur?

A In the mixture, iron and sulphur are in physical contact whereas in the
compound they are chemically combined.

B In the mixture, iron and sulphur can be present in any proportion by mass
whereas in the compound they are present in a fixed proportion by mass.

e Iron and sulphur retain their individual properties in the mixture, whereas
the compound has different properties from iron and sulphur.

D All of the above are correct.
E None ofthe above is correct.

6. Which statement is not true?

A All matter is composed of atoms.
B All atoms of an element are exactly alike.
e Atoms combine in whole numbers to form molecules.

D Atoms are neither created nor destroyed in the course of a chemical
reaction.

E Atoms of one element cannot be changed into atoms of another element
during a chemical change.
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7. Which atom has the smallest atomic radius?

A H
B He
C Li
D Be
E B

8. Which atom has the lowest first ionization energy?
A Na

B Mg
C Al
D Si
E P

9. Which property of Group 1 elements decreases down the group?
A Atomic size
B Metallic character
C Number of valence electrons

D Reactivity
E First ionization energy

10. Which metal is a liquid at room temperature and pressure?
A Gold
B Potassium

C Mercury
D Silver
E Aluminium

11. Which non-metal is a liquid at room temperature and pressure?
A Fluorine
B Chlorine
C Bromine

D Sulphur
E Nitrogen

12. How many moles of Ca3(P04)2 (RFM = 310) are there in 18.6 g of the compound?
A 310
B 1.00
C 0.06
D 0.78
E 18.6

13. What is the volume of 1.2 mol of carbon dioxide gas at STP?
A 26.88 dm3
B 26.88 cm3
C 18.7 dm3
D 18.7 em3

E 22,400 em3

14. What volume of2.0 M NaCl contains 1.2 mol of the salt?
A 1.0 dm3

B 2.0 dm3

C 600 cm3
D 0.60 cm3
E 1.2 dm3
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15. The formula for the gas, ammonia, is NH3.Which statement is not true?
A one molecule of NH3 weighs 17 g.
B the relative molecular mass ofNH3 is 17.
C one mol ofNH3has 6.02x1023 molecules.

D one mol ofNH3 occupies a volume of 22.4 dm3 at STP.
E a molecule ofNH3 is 17 times as heavy as 1/12 the mass of a carbon -12

atom.

16. A molecule of butane contains four carbon atoms and ten hydrogen atoms. Which
statement is not true?

A The molecular formula of butane is C4H10.

B The empirical formula of butane is C2HS.

C The mass of 1.0 mol butane is 58 g.
D Butane contains 82.8 % by mass of carbon.
E Butane is an ionic compound

17. The equation represents the reaction of oxalic acid(H2C204) with potassium
permanganate(KMn04) in the presence of sulphuric acid:
5 H2C204 + 2 KMn04 + 3 H2S04 ---+ 2 MnS04 + K2S04 + 10 CO2 + 8 H20

How many moles ofKMn04 will exactly react with 0.020 mol H2C204?
A 0.008 mol
B 0.050 mol
C 0.10mol
D 2.0 mol
E 5.0 mol

18. A reversible system is said to be in a state of dynamic equilibrium when

A reaction has stopped.
B the rate of the forward reaction is faster than the rate of the reverse

reaction.
C the rate of the reverse reaction is faster than the rate of he forward

reaction.

D the rate of the forward reaction is equal to the rate of the reverse reaction.
E all the reactants have been used up.

19. Which statement is not true of a system in dynamic equilibrium?

A The concentration of each species in the system remains constant.
B Reactants are produced as fast as they are used up.
C There is no net reaction taking place.
D There is a mixture of all reactants and products in the equilibrium mixture.
E All reactants have been converted to products.

20. Which is a statement ofLe Chatelier's principle?

A If a stress is applied to a reversible system, the system reacts so as to
relieve the stress.

B If a stress is applied to a reversible system at equilibrium, the system
reacts so as to relieve the stress.

C If a stress is applied to an irreversible system, the system reacts so as to
relieve the stress.

D A stress which can be applied to a reversible system at equilibrium is a
change in temperature.

E If the concentration of a reactant is reduced in an equilibrium system,
equilibrium shifts to the right.
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SECTION B: Answer all questions in the spaces provided on the question paper.

You may use the following information wherever necessary:
The molar volume of a gas at STP is 22,400 cm3 morl = 22.4 dm3 morl = 22.4 L morl
1 dm3 = 1 L = 1000 cm3

Avogadro's number = 6.02 x 1023

Relative atomic masses: H = 1.0, C =12, N = 14, 0 = 16, Ca = 40.

1. Give the name or symbol of

a)

the element in period 3 with the smallest atomic radius.

b)

the halogen with the largest atomic radius.

c)

the alkali metal with the highest first ionization energy.

d)

the most reactive halogen.

e)

the element in group 4 with the most metallic character.

f)

the most electronegative element in the periodic table.

g)

an element in period 3 which forms a basic oxide.

h)

an element in period 3 which forms an acidic oxide. [8]

2. This question concerns the following metals: zinc, aluminium, potassium, silver,
magnesmm, copper.

a) Name the metals in order of decreasing reactivity. [1]

b) i) Name one metal, from the list, which reacts explosively with
water. [1]

ii) Write a balanced equation for the reaction. [2]

c) i) Write a net ionic equation for the reaction of magnesium with
dilute hydrochloric acid .. [2]

ii) Name one metal, from the list, which does not liberate hydrogen
from dilute acids. [1]

d) i)

ii)

Which metal, from the list, forms an amphoteric oxide?

What is an amphoteric substance?

[1]

[1]
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e) Which metal, from the list, forms a hydroxide which is thermally stable?
[1]

f) i) Write an equation for the thermal decomposition of
copper(II) hydroxide. [2]

ii) What colour change is observed when copper(II) hydroxide is
heated? [1]

iii) How can the gas or vapour evolved on heating copper(II)
hydroxide be identified? [1]

g) Which metal, from the list, forms a carbonate which does not decompose
on heating? [1]

h) i) Write an equation for the thermal decomposition of magnesium
carbonate. [2]

ii) How can the gas evolved from the thermal decomposition of
magnesium carbonate be identified? [1]

i) Select, from the list, a metal whose nitrate thermally decomposes to the
corresponding metal nitrite and write a balanced equation for the reaction.

[2]

j) Select, from the list, a metal whose nitrate thermally decomposes to the
corresponding metal oxide and write a balanced equation for the reaction.

[2]

k) Select, from the list, a metal whose nitrate thermally decomposes to the
corresponding metal and write a balanced equation for the reaction. [2]
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3. Carbon dioxide gas can be produced by the reaction of dilute hydrochloric acid
on calcium carbonate:

CaC03 (s) + 2 HCl (aq) -* CaCh(aq) + CO2 (g) + H20 (1)

a) What is the maximum volume of carbon dioxide gas, at STP, that can be
obtained by the complete reaction of3.0 mol HCl with excess CaC03? [2]

b) What mass ofCaC03 is required to exactly react with 150 cm3 of2.0 M
HCl? ~]

c) How many cm30f 1.5 M HCl are required to react with excess CaC03 to
produce 5.6 dm3 of carbon dioxide gas at STP? [4]

4. a) Define the term "relative molecular mass". [2]
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b) Ethyl butanoate is a flavoring agent which imparts a flavor of pineapple to
food items such as ice cream. Ethyl butanoate consists of 62.1 % carbon,
10.3% hydrogen and 27.6% oxygen. The molar mass of ethyl butanoate is
116 g morl. Find its molecular formula. [4]

5. The diagram represents a cell used for the electrolysis of molten sodium chloride.

-

f------

'--

-

-

a) Insert the labels in the diagram and show the direction of flow of
electrons, and the direction of flow of cations and anions. Show, also, the
polarity of each electrode. [4]

b) Write an ionic equation for the reaction occurring at the
i) anode . .[2]

ii) cathode. [2]

c) Explain why solid sodium chloride cannot be electrolyzed. [2]
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6. Magnesium metal reacts with hydrochloric acid to produce hydrogen gas:
Mg(s) + 2 HCI(aq) --+ MgCh(aq) + H2 (g)

A piece of magnesium ribbon was added to a solution of dilute hydrochloric acid
at room temperature The volume of hydrogen released over a period of time was
measured. The results are shown in the graph given.!
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a) From the graph, determine
i) the volume of hydrogen formed in the first 15 seconds of the reaction. [1]

ii) the average rate of the reaction between the 20th and 60th second of the
reaction. [2]

iii) the time taken for the volume of hydrogen to increase from 15 cm3 to
30 cm3 . [2]

v) the maximum volume of hydrogen liberated. [1]

b) Explain why the maximum volume of hydrogen could not increase any further. [1]

c) The rate of this reaction can be increased by using a suitable catalyst.
i) Explain how a catalyst increases the rate of a reaction. [2]

ii) State two other changes that can be made in order to increase the rate of
this reaction. [2]

END OF EXAMINATION
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Note: relative atomic masses are omitted for highly unstable elements.


